In Imami legal theory, the akhbar of the Imams form one of the material sources of law, alongside the Qur'an and Prophetic hadiths. The akhbar are presented in compendia, assembled by Shi'ite collectors in the fourth and fifth century AH/tenth and eleventh century CE, four of which subsequently came to be regarded as "canonical" in Imami law. In this essay, I examine the processes at work in the collation of these "canonical" akhbar collections. These processes, I argue, were influenced by an emerging juristic tradition in Imami Shi'ism. As Imami thinkers became increasingly concerned with fiqh and the elucidation of the Shari'a, the collectors developed new techniques of selection, presentation and organisation. The akhbar collections became a material source upon which jurists could draw in their fiqh discussions, rather than the law itself. As an example of the processes at work in the collection and presentation of akhbar, I examine the issue of tayammum, ritual purification by sand rather than water.
THE BOUNDARIES between fiqh and hadith in early Imami juristic thought appear quite porous. The influence of the emerging fiqh tradition (both Sunni and Shi'i) can be detected in features such as the arrangement and presentation of hadith compilations. Hadtth compilers, in turn, provided fiqh writers with a body of juristic material, which an accomplishedfaqih could employ with acumen in his elaboration of the law. The four collections examined in this paper were considered "canonical" in the sense that subsequent Imami theological and juristic thought gave reports from these collections a stronger "probative force" (hujjiyya) than those found in other collections.1
These four collections are, I propose, quite different in terms of compilation, presentation and organization from their Sunni counterparts. Furthermore, each Imami canonical collection has its own distinctive character. The different techniques of compilation, presentation and the order in which topics are presented) is determined by Mufid's text. Passages made up of legal rules (without accompanying evidence or argumentation) are cited from al-Muqni'a, followed by extensive lists of akhbar supporting Mufid's legal pronouncements. These lists are in turn supplemented by interpretations of (apparently) conflicting akhbdr together with occasional supplementation of rules, either through additional akhbar citation or plain statement. The final work, al-Istibsdr, represents yet another means of organising akhbdr, as demonstrated by its full title (Reflection on the differences within the akhbar). In alIstibsar, Tfisi seeks to present, explain and, in the main, defuse possible conflicts between reports. Here the intention is clearly not (merely) to present the akhbdr, but to demonstrate how the law might be determined from them. His concern with eliminating possible conflicts within the akhbdr reflects the juristic doctrine that the akhbdr are a source of law, and to be a useful source, they must speak with one voice.
To call the four books mere collections of akhbar is, then, arguable, despite their characterization as canonical collections in subsequent tradition.8 Whilst al-Kdfl might warrant the description, al-Faqlh is a mixture of akhbdr andfiqh comment, al-Tahdhib is an akhbar based commentary (sharh) and al-lstibsdr is a work of hermeneutic criticism (in a genre-tradition that stretches back to at least Ibn Qutayba (d. 276/889)). The works, then, belong to different legal genres, and the use of these genres by individual authors inevitably controls and constrains the selection and presentation of material relating to any legal topic. This observation must be held in consideration despite the prevalent use of these works in later Imami jurisprudence as mines of akhbdr to be excavated in the exploration of the law. In these later manifestations, reports are cited, tested and employed as evidence (or discarded as such) in an unashamedly extra-contextual manner.
Determining the regulations concerning ritual purity is a major preoccupation of fiqh writers. Attaining a state of ritual purity is a prerequisite for the valid performance of a number of cultic acts, in particular prayer and pilgrimage. An individual is rendered unfit for worship by a number of bodily functions and experiences (e.g. urination, defecation and sexual intercourse) that nullify a previous state of purity. The state can be regained through ritual washing with water. Depending on whether the breach is major or minor, the ritual washing (or bathing) also varies from ghusl (usually defined as a full body wash) and wudu' (a more limited washing of the feet, hands and head). If there is no water available, then it is permitted to perform a substitute ritual with another substance (normally soil or sand). The formal justification for this substitute ritual (termed tayammum) is found in Q4.43:9
If any of you have returned from the privy, or had intercourse with women and can find no water, then take good topsoil (sa'id tayyib) and rub your faces and hands.
This action is considered by fiqh writers to be as effective as water in achieving a state of ritual purity, thereby making the succeeding prayer valid. No later compensatory prayer is required after a prayer following tayammum has been performed. However, purity achieved through tayammum is not as stable as that achieved through washing with water. This instability is expressed in the ruling of most Sunni writers that purity through tayammum does not last between prayers in the way purity through water does (i.e. the tayammum must be repeated for each prayer).'1 In both the Imami and Sunni traditions the sighting of water breaches the state of purity through tayammum, whether or not the person performs the ritual ablutions with the sighted water. These regulations, variants of which can be found in most works of Islamic law, are (theoretically) derived from ahadith of the Prophet (or in the case of Imimi Shi'ism, from the akhbdr of the Imams also).ll It is the akhbdr relating to the tayammum ritual and their collection, selection and arrangement that I use in this essay as an example of a developing relationship between fiqh and hadlth. In the works under THE "CANONICAL" IMAMI COLLECTIONS OF AKHBIAR discussion, the sections on tayammum are found in chapters containing akhbar relating to ritual purity (kitdb al-tahdra). These are either the first chapters in the works, or (as in the case of al-Kdfi) the first chapter dealing with matters of legal import (previous chapters being devoted to matters of primarily theological interest). The presentation of akhbar relating to tayammum is always located at some point after the section on ritual purification by water (wudui' and ghusl); some authors place it immediately after the section on ghusl, others insert an intervening section on other matters relating to ritual purification between ghusl and tayammum. Purification by water is clearly seen as the norm; tayammum is a deviation from this norm. In al-Kdfi, the section on tayammum is found after akhbar concerned with contagious impurity (of urine or dogs, for example) and before akhbdr relating to the impurifying effects of menstruation (hayd). In the later works (al-Faqih, alTahdhib and al-Istibsar), the tayammum section is immediately preceded by the discussion of menstruation. Such variety of arrangement is common in works of fiqh and one sees this mirrored in hadith collections,12 indicating that the varieties of organizational schemes in fiqh works was, to an extent, transferred to akhbar collections.
I have already indicated that the nature of the material in the sections is not homogeneous. Whereas al-Kdfi contains only section headings and akhbar, al-Faqlh contains, in addition, citations from the Qur'an and, most interestingly, authorial comment and summary. In alTahdhib, this is supplemented further by citations from Mufid's alMuqni'a which control the arrangement. Finally, in al-Istibsdr, one finds the most extensive hermeneutic discussions in which contradictory akhbar are reconciled. The trend of increased authorial contribution 12 Interestingly Ibn Babuya's arrangements in his al-Muqni' and al-Hidaya (both works of fiqh) do not follow that found in al-Faqih (Jawdmi', 2-46 and 46-64, respectively). In al-Tahdhib, Tusi naturally follows the arrangement established by Mufid in his al-Muqni'a, and this also influenced his arrangement in al-Istibsdr. The wudu'-jandba-hayd-tayammum arrangement became standard. Generic constraints appear to have been strong in the classical period (roughly between the 12th century and the 19th century CE), which has given rise to accusations of formulaism, repetition and unoriginality, both in Muslim and non-Muslim commentary (for the most thoroughgoing criticism of these characterizations, see the articles of W. Hallaq, in particular his "Usul al-fiqh: Beyond tradition", Journal of Islamic 
Arrangement and argumentation
The akhbar presented by Kulayni in a series of sections (abwab) concerning the tayammum ritual are, as noted above, arranged under subject headings. The general division is between akhbdr describing the performance of tayammum (including those decreeing when the ritual is necessary) and 'hard cases'. Through the hard cases, the limits of the law regarding tayammum are defined. These include scenarios such as:
1. If one finds water after performing tayammum but within the time period for prayer to be valid. 2. If one has sufficient water for wudu' or ghusl but fears that if one uses it for these purposes, one will be afflicted by thirst. 3. If one finds no water, but snow and ice are plentiful. 4. If one finds no water or sand, but clay is plentiful. 5. If one is diseased or injured such that purification with water poses a risk to health.
THE "CANONICAL" IMAMi COLLECTIONS OF AKHBAR
The issue in each of these sections is whether tayammum is a sufficient or acceptable means of attaining a state of ritual purity. Kulayni offers no summary of the law concerning tayammum, either in his own words or those of the Imams. The law is explained through citing examples that delimit the contexts in which tayammum is a valid substitute for water (the norm). The reader, then, is drawn into legal understanding by the arrangement of the akhbar rather than through any didactic means. As we shall see, the latter was characteristic of discussions in works of fiqh, and crossed over into collections of akhbdr. Kulayni, however, appears to have no interest in such matters. The final two reports demonstrate that although tayammum and wudu' are not analogous with regard to the area to be rubbed/washed, they are analogous in other respects. In particular, just as one is prohibited from using the water gathered in footprints for wu.du' (report 5), one is forbidden from using dust from a footprint for tayammum (report 6). By reading Kulayni's selection and arrangement in this manner, the reader gains not only a description of the ritual, but also the implicit legal reasoning behind particular aspects of the performance. That is, tayammum is analogous to purification with water in some respects, and therefore may be used as a substitute for wudu' or ghusl (the example being the use of sand/water from footprints). However, the analogy is not perfect as the body area to be rubbed is not identical with that washed. The subsequent sections detail the limits of the analogy (and by implication the law) through examining hard cases. 3. Hard cases: (i) 6 reports from various sources followed by Ibn Babuya's summary (ii) 5 further reports from various sources (iii) a series of (unsupported) further regulations from Ibn Babuya It seems clear that the reports from Zurara and 'Ubayd Allah alHalabi are grouped in musnad fashion (indeed, those from 'Ubayd Allah are grouped so as to give the impression of a single report).23 The first Zurara report serves an exegetical function, explaining the Qur'anic verse phrase by phrase (the Imam cites a phrase followed by an exegetical gloss). The second is the story of 'Ammar b. Yasir rolling in the sand (with some variation) found also in Kulayni's piece. The reports from 'Ubayd Allah (2.ii), however, cover various issues related to tayammum, but in no discernable logical sequence. For example, the third report relates to the problem of having sufficient water to perform wudu', but insufficient water for ghusl, when the latter is necessary. It would most sensibly appear in section 3(ii) of the above schema in which there are three consecutive reports relating to the issue of insufficient water (as opposed to a total absence of water). It is clear that Kulayni's introductory/hard cases division is more thoroughly maintained (even if, at times, this means repetition of akhbar rather than the haphazard presentation of Ibn Babuya). Ibn Babuya's introduction/ hard case division is breached either as a result of his desire to maintain a secondary musnad principle or cite the report only when it reached him without subsequent reorganization. In either case, the organization is in no way as rigorous as that employed in al-Kdfi.
Perhaps the most significant difference between the approaches of Kulayni and Ibn Babuya is the introduction of exegetical/summary comments in the latter, which might be characterized as explicit authorial contribution. This was not absent in Kulayni (he cites Nawfali's gloss of the term mawta', for example) but it always played a minor role and was attributed to a previous authority. In al-Faqlh, Ibn Babuya rejects this timidity and provides summary comments and additional regulations on a de rigeur basis. For example, his comments after the introductory two reports (2[i] above) appear as a summary of the foregoing akhbar: The man who does tayammum but has forgotten that he actually has water with him, and then prays, remembering this [viz., the water] before the time for prayer has passed, must do wudu' and repeat his prayer.
24 Whilst "his brow" is a plausible translation for jabinayhi, one wonders why it is dual here. It may mean "his eyebrows", meaning not the hair but the areas above the two eyebrows. 34 Tusi, al-Tahdhib, 1, 188.
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materials termed dirt or earth can be used for tayammum. Tuisi's reconciliation involves distinguishing between two types of purification, both called tawaddu' (derived from the same root as wudui', and therefore possibly implying cleansing for religious purposes). In order to preserve the earlier rule, Tusi determines that the Imam in the third report is referring to a non-ritual purification (analogous to hygienic cleansing) and fortunately has a report at hand to prove this. Unfortunately the fourth report does not use the word tawaddu', but undeterred, Tusi cites an example of the Imam raising no objection to a man using flour and oil to mask the smell of lime. The reasoning is, perhaps, unconvincing but it preserves the legal definition of sa'id established earlier in the face of potentially conflicting revelatory evidence. Tusi's chapter on tayammum is replete with similar examples of reasoning aimed at preserving his interpretation of Mufid's formulation of the law. They demonstrate virtuoso hermeneutic skills and a dedication to the task of reconciling thefiqh with the akhbar. The work is a product of a more developed Imami environment, unlike that of Kulayni and Ibn Babfiya, where contradictions either went unnoticed or were excluded from the presentation. Apparently problematic reports in the section on tayammum in al-Tahdhib are not rejected as weak (according to isncd criteria). Instead Tusi views them as in need of further interpretation. Mufid'sfiqh is explained or reworded but never questioned. For Kulayni, the law emerged from the akhbdr, and for Ibn Babiya, the akhbar could be summarized in dense juristic prose. For Tusi, however, the akhbdr support the ready-formulated law, being indicators (dald'il, adilla) of a predetermined juris.
Tisi's al-Istibsdr shares much material with his al-Tahdhib, both in terms of akhbar, but also authorial comment. As mentioned earlier, the aim of al-Istibsdr is specifically to analyse apparently contradictory akhbar, side by side, and attempt to resolve the contradictions. There is little attempt to describe the law relating to tayammum. The basic elements of the ritual are assumed (as in al-Tahdhib). It is perhaps surprising, given the nature of the work, that al-Tahdhib dives straight into 'hard cases' where the akhbdr are less than indicative. Tusi's section on tayammum (entitled abwdb al-tayammum in the printed edition)35 is divided into eleven subsections, each listing akhbar (with exegesis) relating to different areas of tayammum law: The final type of argumentation used in the passage relating to tayammum in al-Istibsdr, but absent in previous collections (including Tusi's own al-Tahdhib), is that of isnad criticism (provenance). The chain of transmitters (isndd) must be 'sound' in order for a report to qualify as a legal indicator, however weak. The isnad must, at least, be plausible (historically). An example of this type of argumentation is found in section 4 above. The general rule is established that a man who has performed tayammum has no obligation to repeat his prayer at a later time when he finds water. This implies that tayammum brings about ritual purity and makes a prayer valid with the same efficiency as wu.du' and ghusl. Following three reports establishing this rule, Tfsi cites the contradictory evidence: the Prophet is missing. This usage was also employed by Imami jurists to refer to reports in which the link before the Imam was missing. An additional example of isndd criticism is found in Tusi, al-lstibsdr, 1, 164. The issue concerns whether a single tayammum can be effective for more than one prayer. Tisi argues that it can, but he knows of a report that implies that one needs to repeat one's tayammum for every prayer. Tfsi argues that the contradictory report is problematic since the transmitter relates directly from Imam al-Rida, but is also responsible for transmitting the opposite view from another Imam. For Tusi it is implausible that 372 introduction of argumentation in akhbar works relies upon cognate developments in other legal studies (in this case 'ilm al-hadlth).
Tusi's presentation in al-Tahdhib demonstrated a greater awareness of thefiqh tradition (both Sunni and Shi'i) than either of his predecessor compilers (Kulayni and Ibn Biabya). This trend continues in al-Istibsdr. Here the collection is not so much a list of akhbdr, but a handbook that the legal scholar might use to reconcile the differences between akhbar. In this reconciliation, one sees an even greater commitment to the coherence of the Imams' message (as found in the akhbdr) than that found in the earlier works. Tusi goes to great lengths to preserve this coherence. Unlike in al-Tahdhib, he begins to contemplate the juristic means whereby akhbdr are deemed to be legally irrelevant (or of reduced relevance). His faith in the processes of shuhra and isndd-and taqiyya-criticism is not unshakeable, since he also includes many examples of reconciliation (jam'). However, his introduction of these techniques into a work of akhbdr is yet further evidence of the developing roles of the fiqh and akhbdr genres, and the manner in which the legal reasoning from one was transferred to the other. The interrelationship of akhbar andfiqh increasingly evident after Kulayni might further be explained by the fact that Ibn Babfiya and Tusi were both muhaddiths who were alsofaqihs.50 
